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accessible
(of a person, especially one in a position of authority) friendly and easy to
talk to; approachable.
Features such as non slip floors and accessible entrances.

accommodate (of a building or other area) provide lodging or sufficient space for.
Can you accommodate me with a rental car.

aegis Kindly endorsement and guidance.
The negotiations were conducted under the aegis of the UN.

archive Put into an archive.
They were allowed to study in the archives.

burglar A person who commits burglary.
commissary A snack bar in a film studio.

conserve Prevent the wasteful overuse of (a resource.
The adjacent sequence is conserved over large evolutionary distances.

depository A facility where things can be deposited for storage or safekeeping.
Irish libraries became depositories for material from all over the world.

depot
A place where recruits are trained or other troops are assembled.
Only conscripts who lived near a training depot had permission to
commute to it.

disembodied Separated from or existing without the body.
A disembodied voice at the end of the phone.

entree The act of entering.
She made a graceful entree into the ballroom.

firewall Protect a network or system from unauthorized access with a firewall.
He moved the throttle to the firewall.

granary A storehouse for threshed grain.

have Have sex with.
Do you have a client named Peters.
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holding Books, periodicals, magazines, and other material in a library.
Commercial property holdings.

intentionally Deliberately; on purpose.
I wasn t sure if it was intentionally funny or not.

internal Inside the body.
An internal sense of rightousness.

maintain
Maintain by writing regular records.
He had persistently maintained that he would not stand against his old
friend.

memory
An electronic memory device.
A memory and the CPU form the central part of a computer to which
peripherals are attached.

parapsychology Phenomena that appear to contradict physical laws and suggest the
possibility of causation by mental processes.

preservation The state of being preserved, especially to a specified degree.
Food preservation.

preserve A foodstuff made with fruit preserved in sugar such as jam or marmalade.
A fight to preserve local democracy.

retention Failure to eliminate a substance from the body.
The soil s retention of moisture.

safe Financially safe.
His world it s safe to say will not fall apart.

security
Procedures followed or measures taken to ensure the security of a state
or organization.
We support the armed services in the name of national security.

semiconscious Partially conscious; not completely aware of sensations.

storage
The retention of retrievable data on a computer or other electronic
system.
Data storage.

storehouse A depository for goods.
An enormous storehouse of facts.

sustainable Able to be maintained at a certain rate or level.
Our fundamental commitment to sustainable development.

uphold Stand up for; stick up for; of causes, principles, or ideals.
They uphold a tradition of not causing distress to living creatures.
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